US Elections on Social Media: Trump still
leading
The social media analytics provider quintly just revealed findings regarding the performance of
the two presidential candidates Clinton and Trump. While the republican has been widely
leading on social media, our last analysis showed that Clinton could slightly decrease the gap
between them. The latest data provided by quintly shows that in July 2016, Trump is still
performing strong. However, around the National Conventions, both candidates have been able
to increase their fan base. To monitor all developments, quintly also launches a live data hub
with all information in one place - in real time.
The analysis furthermore shows how many percent of posted content on Facebook is sponsored.
As election day comes closer, quintly’s sponsored post detection shows that Clinton sponsors
over 90% of her posts and Trump over 50%. Since may 2016, both have more than doubled their
paid post share.

“Now that both parties have nominated their candidates, both Trump and
Clinton seem to ramp up their Facebook pages as they rely more heavily on
paid content. As election day comes closer, social media will certainly become
even more important for the campaigns. That’s why we set up a live data hub
to be able to monitor the development going forward.”
— Alexander Peiniger CEO and Co-Founder of quintly

Considering their fan base, Donald Trump has gathered more than 1.5 million new fans on
Facebook and more than one million new followers on Twitter in July 2016. Hillary Clinton
achieved to increase her numbers by about one million on Facebook and around 830k on
Twitter. For more information you can find the analysis here and the quintly live data hub for
the presidential elections here.
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